Genetic information for management of Alaska Chinook salmon: Current capabilities and outlook
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Looking for Genetic Markers

Ascertainment Populations

RAD sequenced 236 Chinook salmon

Courtesy of J. Seeb and L. Seeb, International Program for Salmon Ecological Genetics, University of Washington
Need to ensure observed differences are real rather than a product of sampling error

Courtesy of J. Seeb and L. Seeb, International Program for Salmon Ecological Genetics, University of Washington
Genotyped 24 populations (~2,000 individuals) at 287 SNPs

Courtesy of J. Seeb and L. Seeb, International Program for Salmon Ecological Genetics, University of Washington
Looking for Genetic Markers

Measures of Success

Courtesy of J. Seeb and L. Seeb, International Program for Salmon Ecological Genetics, University of Washington
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Conclusions

• Baseline representation
  – Adequate for most applications
  – Continuous improvement by adding populations & markers
  – Improved resolution needed: Coastal W. Alaska & W. Cook Inlet
  – Additional collections needed
    ✓ Alaska Peninsula/Kodiak
    ✓ Bristol Bay
    ✓ West Cook Inlet/Yentna River
    ✓ Chitina River
    ✓ Hatcheries and Transboundary Rivers

• Applications
  – Established in SE Alaska, Kenai River, Yukon River, and Bycatch
  – Potential in Copper River, Cook Inlet, Kodiak and Chignik
  – Marine life history studies
  – Mark recapture studies
Where did they go?